RE: West Schofields Submissions

Request Commuter carpark on the west side of Riverstone Station.

Don't care about flooding because when it may be closed due to flooding, most of Sydney's roads will be flooded and we will not be going anywhere.

Riverstone Railway Stations caters for the outer residents of Shanes Park, Marsden Park, Berkshire Park, Llandilo, Windsor Downs etc.

The design of Bandon Road provides poor access to Vineyard Railway Stations from suburbs listed above.

We do not want, what was done to Schofields Railway Station and the lack of commuter parking to happen at Riverstone Railway Station. I thought that the NSW Government and its Planners promote public transport??? It seems not the case for West Sydney, with most railway stations lacking commuter parking for residents in the outer areas, where there is no bus or alternate transport.

WE WANT THE PARKING NOW BEFORE ANY NEW HOMES!!!

Regards

Name withheld